never come together before... the
art of making life meaningful and
beautiful, which involves finding
connections between what seems to
have no connection, linking people and
places, desires and memories, through
details whose implications have gone
unnoticed. ... discovering unrecognized
affinities between humans holds out
the prospect of reconciliations and
adventures which have so far seemed
impossible. But merely to wait for
mutual recognition is inadequate.
The dream which cosmopolitans had,
that antagonisms would evaporate
naturally, was too simple, and ceased
to be credible because it underestimated

“

“

…the meeting of ideas which have

how different and vulnerable every

person – and every group – is. …varying
closeness may be established across
frontiers without abandoning one’s
loyalities or uniqueness.
Theodore Zeldin An Intimate
History of Humanity
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2013 RESIDENCY + EXHIBITION

FOREWORD
Most popular through Facebook and social media platforms, to be
linked or to be connected is the world’s most common way to be
associated right now. The Caribbean Linked II residency programme
and exhibition (August 25th - September 6th, 2013, Oranjestad,
Aruba), presented by Ateliers ‘89 Foundation in collaboration with
ARC Inc. & The Fresh Milk Art Platform Inc. and funded by the
Mondriaan Foundation, supported young talent while raising issues
of their collective futures by discussing the survival of artists, and
the sustainability of local creative communities that nurture their
development and maintain their connectivity.
This residency became a crucial space for building awareness across
disparate creative communities in the Caribbean and its diaspora by
finding ways to connect young and emerging artists with each other.
Selected participants engaged in two weeks of open discussion and
critiques, various professional workshops, visited established local
artists’ studios and gained a better understanding of the creative
cultural industries that propel Aruban art. An exhibition of work
produced during the residency was displayed at Ateliers ’89, opening
at the close of the residency on September 5th 2013.
Invited Artists included: Omar Kuwas (Curaçao), Veronica Dorsett
(The Bahamas), Mark King (Barbados), Shirley Rufin (Martinique),
Sofia Maldonado (Puerto Rico/US), Dhiradj Ramsamoedj (Suriname),
Rodell Warner (Trinidad and Tobago), Robin de Vogel, Kevin Schuit
and Germille Geerman (Aruba). The selected artists were chosen
collaboratively by Annalee Davis, Holly Bynoe and Elvis Lopez.
Caribbean Linked II was held in association with Studio O, Terafuse,
Museo Arqueologico Arubano, UNOCA, San Nicolas TV, Departamento
di Cultura, SVE TV, Alydia Wever Theatre Dance Company and Gang
di Arte Aruba.
Collaborating curators and advisors Nicole Smythe-Johnson and
Shantrelle Lewis. Collaborating local artists included Alydia Wever,
Ciro Abath, Evelino Fingal, Glenda Heyliger, John Freddy Montoya,
Marian Abath, Nelson Gonzales, Osaira Muyale and Ryan Oduber.
Collaborating partner professionals and institutions included Vivi Ruiz
of the Archaeology Museum of Aruba, Lupita Giel of UNOCA and
Siegfried Dumfries of the Department of Culture.

PLANTING SEEDS: A REPORT
ON THE CARIBBEAN LINKED II
RESIDENCY PROJECT
It’s been more than a month since I went to Aruba for a week to support the
Caribbean Linked II project, and I am still chewing over all I experienced.
Caribbean Linked II was a two-week artist residency, organised by ARC
Magazine, the Fresh Milk Art Platform and Ateliers ’89, and funded by
the Mondriaan Foundation. I went in my capacity as writer with ARC,
but also as a curator supporting the ten participating artists in executing
their work, and helping organise the exhibition/open studio at which the
resulting work would be exhibited.
It was my first trip to Aruba, besides a brief visit as an infant. And not
long after I arrived, I realised (rather sheepishly) that my image of “the
Caribbean” did not figure in a place like Aruba. I have lived in the Caribbean
for most of my life, and though I’ve visited a number of the Englishspeaking islands and Cuba, the Dutch Antilles existed only in theory for
me. My knowledge of the history of Aruba, its demographics and even the
language were sketchy at best.
I knew that Arubans spoke Papiamento, but I had no idea what it sounded
like. So I was surprised when what I conceived to be “Dutch-based
patois” turned out to be so Spanish-influenced. This did not figure into my
knowledge of “Caribbean history” and further, Dutch and Spanish struck
me as an unlikely pairing. Yet, my impression of Aruba is a nation that is
a comfortable blend of these and other unexpected inflections.
There was the Cinnabun (of American malls) that scented the airport
Arrivals Lounge, the arid desert landscape that reminded me more of
cowboy movies than any Caribbean island I’d seen, and of course the
seaside pet cemetery - a particularly Aruban idiosyncrasy. Yet, there was
also “One Happy Island” on signs and license plates everywhere, which I
found eerie, being of the “Jamaica, no problem” generation myself.
After the initial disorientation, I became quite enchanted. With each day,
I was more convinced that this strange (for me) Caribbean place was
the best possible location for a residency intended not merely to bring
Caribbean artists together, but also challenge them to think about what
it means to be an artist from the region. Coming from New York/Puerto
Rico, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, the Bahamas, Martinique, Suriname,
Curacao and Aruba, each artist brought their idea of the Caribbean with
them, and had it challenged and/or reinforced by their experiences with
the other artists, the curators and Aruba itself.
Much as Aruba and the Caribbean Linked II experience expanded my
sense of what a “place in the Caribbean ” might look like, sound like,
smell like; the residency expanded the artists’ sense of what being “from
the Caribbean” could mean, what “Caribbean art” could be like, and the
opportunities for them to participate in the (re)making of those concepts.
The artists’ were housed and worked at the Ateliers ’89. The Ateliers is
itself an interesting departure from institutions I have seen in the region.
Founded by contemporary Aruban artist Elvis Lopez in 1989,its large
and well-appointed campus is not shiny and crisp in the way of “wellappointed” spaces in New York or Paris, but rather comfortably sufficient.
It reminded me of my high school here in Jamaica; long open-air hallways
and rooms with lot of windows. To remind me it was Aruba, there was a
cactus growing out of a drain that ran along the roof. There was also the
fuschia chain-link fence, which Elvis reports he took some flack from the
neighbours over. Each artist was appointed a studio space, a dormitory
style living space, and a materials stipend. They lived, worked (and partied
some) together, so that by the time I arrived in the second week they were
operating as a team, or better yet, an organism.
With the help of a daily presentation from each artist on their artistic
practice and their plans/work in progress for the residency, they had a
good sense of their peers’ projects and approach. The curators were also
asked to give presentations on our practice, and both Shantrelle Lewis
and I obliged. Shantrelle’s presentation on her Africa-centred approach
to curatorial practice and her use of African-derived cosmological and
philosophical principles in her work was especially well received, with a
lively conversation following it. Her challenge to concepts of what “art” is,
and what an “art” space can be were met with an equally well-articulated
challenge to curators from one participating artist, Sofia Maldanado. Sofia
insisted that curators need to meet artists half-way in thinking outside of
the white box, literally and figuratively. She argued for transforming new
spaces with art and letting our curatorial approach drift from the academy
and European convention.

I walked away feeling like a resident myself. Between Elvis Lopez an experienced curator in his own right, Holly Bynoe - Editor at ARC,
organiser and team-leader extraordinaire, Shantrelle Lewis - Andy Warhol
Fellow, documentary filmmaker, academic etc etc etc, I learned a lot about
my own work as a writer and curator. I soon got to know each of the ten
artists personally, we stayed up late nights together, combed the city for
bull clips together, bemoaned technical glitches together. Whoever said
that the Caribbean creative field is fraught with competition, and plagued
by lack of collaboration, innovation, support and commitment is a… wait,
that may have been me. Well don’t judge, you’ve said it too. In any case,
all that was shown to be an incomplete truth.
Here, where the facilities, curatorial and mentorship support, and
institutional framework were provided, I saw art happening. Not only visual
art, but the art of people coming together to make something happen with
what was available. The results indicated this. Each artist departed in
tangible ways from their existing work; experimenting with materials as
Shirley Rufin did, with media as Dhiradj Ramsamoedj did, or with process
as Robin de Vogel, Omar Kuwas, Germille Geerman and Rodell Warner
did. With Elvis’ oversight and advice, Holly, Shantrelle and I set about
developing the exhibition. Often, the teams overlapped, as when Dhiradj
needed an additional body to wear one of his three Flexible Man suits and
a certain curator took up the challenge. Or when we collectively prepared
the space and mounted the work.
When vinyl-signage could not be ready in time, Sofia hand-painted the
signs. When Shirley finished installing her exhibition hours earlier than
everyone else, she did not go to bed as she wanted to - I assure you, we
all wanted to - instead she went to help Dhiradj mount his flat screens.
After that, she helped Veronica to thread the hundreds of pieces of
painted black strings (yes, she painted all of them) that stretched across
her installation.
Veronica, for her part, had carefully worked out the installation in a
beautiful hand-drawn diagram. It required that we build a much-frettedover makeshift wall to cover a bulletin board and window. It was then
it really hit me - Mr Lewis, the National Gallery of Jamaica’s excellent
carpenter - would not be coming to my rescue. Luckily Elvis, even when
recovering from illness, is not to be underestimated.
When Kevin Schuit had to leave for Holland the day before the opening,
all of the artists stayed up all night with him to help him complete his
installation of dozens of objects found washed up on the beach, hanging
in a wind-chime like formation from the ceiling. The subtle and beautiful
installation was well worth the labour, but when word came that Kevin won
the much-coveted Young Blood Award at the Gogbot Festival he’d left to
participate in, it was all the more so.
And finally, there was the opening night. I knew that Elvis had organised
an opening, specially inviting the press and Aruban artists, and open to
the public. But again he exceeded my expectations (and I’m pretty sure
everyone else’s) with a full-blown extravaganza. He recruited the Aruban
performance collective Gang di Arte. They got things off with a bang; a
potent mix of poetry, spoken word (in English and Papiamento), dance
and theatre. The 15 minute (?) performance ended with a group of around
20 young performers dancing their way into the exhibition while beckoning
the audience to come hither. Once inside they froze into live sculpture,
responding to work in the exhibition. Visitors of all ages poured in, taking
photos with the performers or following suit to engage with work. This
was especially the case for interactive pieces like Robin’s or Mark King’s.
People had fun; talked and debated, played with babies, drank wine,
initiated collaborations, expressed gratitude and appreciation.
In two weeks, just over a dozen people within a supportive community
(I must mention Ryan Oduber, Osaira Muyale and Glenda Heyliger, who
were especially generous) pulled this together. In two weeks compelling
and ambitious work that responded to the space and environment was
made, an engaging and beautiful exhibition was installed, a well-received
opening was organised, a community celebrated and relationships now
span the Caribbean Sea. “Seeds were planted”. Luckily, all this has also
been documented in artist’s blogs, curator’s reports and an episode of
“In”, an online conversation hosted and organised by NLS Kingston. I look
forward to harvest for years to come.
Nicole Smythe-Johnson
Writer and curator
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ARC Magazine is a non-profit print and online publication and social
platform founded in 2011. It seeks to fill a certain void by offering a critical
space for contemporary artists to present their work while fostering
and developing critical dialogues and opportunities for crucial points
of exchange. ARC is an online and social space of interaction with a
developed methodology of sharing information about contemporary
practices, exhibitions, partnerships, and opportunities occurring in the
Caribbean region and throughout its diasporas. ARC’s mission is to build
awareness by fostering exchanges and opportunities that expand creative
culture, within the visual arts industry across the wider Caribbean and its
diasporas.
www.arcthemagazine.com
www.facebook.com/arcmagazine
www.twitter.com/arcthemagazine

The Fresh Milk Art Platform Inc. is a Caribbean non-profit, artist-led, interdisciplinary organization that supports creatives and promotes wise social,
economic, and environmental stewardship through creative engagement
with society and by cultivating excellence in the arts. The idea for Fresh Milk
developed over years of conversations with other practicing artists around
the need for artistic engagement amongst contemporary practitioners
living and working in Barbados, with an expressed need to strengthen links
with the region and the diaspora. Fresh Milk bridges the divides between
creative disciplines, generations of creatives, and linguistic territories in
the region – functioning as a cultural lab, constantly redefining itself. The
platform transforms into a gathering space for contemporary creatives who
are thirsty to debate ideas and share works through local and international
residencies, lectures, screenings, workshops, exhibitions, projects etc.
www.freshmilkbarbados.com
www.facebook.com/FreshMilkBarbados
www.twitter.com/FreshMilkBdos

ORGANISATION PROFILES

The Foundation ‘Ateliers ’89’ offers Arubans and others interested from
the Caribbean region an orientation on contemporary applied art and
design. Workshops in different disciplines as painting, installations,
video-art, photography, drawing, fashion, theatrical-design, ceramics,
animation, graphic design and history of art are organized in a spacious,
open and comfortable setting. Established foreign and local artist teach
at the studio’s. Every workshop culminates in an exhibition which is open
to the public. Furthermore, there are special workshops and tours of the
exhibitions for children and young students. Ateliers ’89 works in close
cooperation with a number of art academies in the Netherlands. This way,
young talents who started off in the workshops of Ateliers ’89 can easily
find their way to a Dutch academy.
www.ateliers89.com
www.facebook.com/Ateliers89

The Mondriaan Fund is a new state financed cultural funding organization
that focuses on visual arts and cultural heritage. It aims to encourage
innovation and excellence in these fields by supporting outstanding artists,
cultural heritage and art organizations and projects in the Netherlands, and
promoting contemporary art from the Netherlands abroad. The Mondriaan
Fund is the result of a merger between the Mondriaan Foundation and the
Fonds BKVB.
www.mondriaanfonds.nl/en/
www.facebook.com/Mondriaanfonds
twitter.com/MondriaanFonds
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THE ARTISTS

Sofia MaldonadO

Omar Kuwas

Puerto Rico
Mixed Media Artist

Aruba
Photographer

Sofia Maldonado is a muralist mixing interdisciplinary art practice with street
culture. Born in Puerto Rico, from a Cuban mother, 1984. In 2002 she participated
in a Sculpture and Installation Seminar at the School of Visual Arts, in New York.
Between 2002 & 2006, she pursued undergraduate work in art and design at the
La Escuela de Artes Plasticas. In 2006 she achieved a Painting MFA from Pratt
Institute, New York. In 2009 she received a scholarship by the Cuban Artist Fund to
be part of Vermont Studios Residency.

Omar Kuwas was born on June 28, 1985 and graduated in 2009 with a degree
in Communication & Multimedia Design with minors in software engineering and
photography from The Hague University of applied sciences in The Netherlands.
He has been involved with ArteSwa and Instituto Buena Bista since 2007 and been
working there full time doing IT, design and teaching (analog) photography since
2009.
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THE ARTISTS

Veronica Dorsett

Dhiradj Ramsamoedj

The Bahamas
Mixed Media Artist

Suriname
Mixed Media Artist

Veronica Dorsett was born in Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bahamas on November
20th, 1992. Currently living in Nassau, Bahamas as a student of the College of the
Bahamas, Dorsett received an associate’s degree in art in the fall of 2012. She is
primarily an installation artist but also shares a great interest in sculptural, ceramic
and mixed media works. As a recent recipient of the 2012 Popopstudios ICVA
Junior Residency Prize, she hopes the opportunity will push her work in a whole
new direction as she aims to pursue a BFA in Sculpture in 2013.

Dhiradj Ramsamoedj is born in Paramaribo, Suriname on March 24th 1986. He
enrolled at the Nola Hatterman Art Institute in 2000 and graduated in 2004 with
Honors. Ordinary Surinamese people, the cultures that sustain them and the difficult
circumstances in which many people in Suriname find themselves today were the
theme of his first solo exhibition in 2006. Now his work revolves around memories
from his past and the nature of man.
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THE ARTISTS

Mark King

Rodell Warner

Barbados
Photographer

Trinidad and Tobago
Multi Media Artist

Mark King is a Barbadian visual artist primarily working with photography. In 2011,
he participated in a screen printing artist in residency at the FransMasereel Centrum
in Kasterlee, Belgium. In the same year he was selected by the Lucie Foundation
for their apprenticeship program. During the summer of 2012, Mark served as artist
in residence at Alice Yard in Port of Spain, Trinidad. Mark most recently was Fresh
Milk’s artist in residence from March – April 2013 in Saint George, Barbados.

Rodell Warner, b. 1986, is a multi-disciplinary artist from Trinidad whose most recent
works use interactive animated GIF installations to explore ideas of Oneness. Two of
Rodell’s photo projects have been published in ‘Pictures from Paradise – A Survey
of Contemporary Caribbean Photography’ (Robert & Christopher, 2012) and his
work has been exhibited in Johannesburg, New York, Port of Spain, Bridgetown,
Toronto, Kingston Aruba and London.
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THE ARTISTS

Germille Geerman

Robin de Vogel

Aruba
Photographer

Aruba
Multi Media Artist

Germille German is an emerging visual artist and writer from Aruba. Born in 1988 he
started using film at the age of 15 working for the local ATV station. He has travelled
widely, and started formal training at the Ateliers ‘89 under Elvis Lopez in 2009. He
started freelancing at the age of 20 and is looking for his next great destination.

Robin de Vogel is a Dutch artist raised on the island of Aruba. She participated in
photography, drawing, painting and installation art workshops provided by Ateliers
’89. In 2008, she moved back to The Netherlands to pursue a Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degree from the Ceramics Department at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam.
She also engages in various collaborative projects and exhibitions in Europe and the
Caribbean. Robin’s work often takes the form of installations that revolve around the
sensibility of the viewer. Her pieces aim to serve as a subtle disruption of the daily
routine. Currently, Robin is completing her exam year and is preparing to pursue a
Master of Fine Arts Degree after the summer.
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THE ARTISTS

Shirley Rufin

Kevin Schuit

Martinique
Photographer

Aruba
Multi Media Artist

Shirley Rufin is an emerging plastic artist from Martinique. She was born in Paris
in 1985 and lives and works in Fort de France, Martinique. Her primary medium is
photography, which she utilizes to question the body’s relation to abstraction in
ways that offer a reconfigured look at female representation.

Kevin Schuit was born in 1990 on Aruba, where he grew up. At the age of 16 he
started taking art courses at Ateliers ’89. At 18 years old, he moved to Amsterdam
to study audio/visual arts at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy. During his study he found
a unique way of combining his drumming with art. In 2013 he graduated from VAV
with a bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts.

